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Abstract: 
Utopias, Magic Realism and Rebellious Spirits: 
Films by Christine Parker 1990-2000. 
 
“The More You Look, the more THERE IS to see…” 
From Hinekaro Goes on a Picnic and Blows up 
Another Obelisk (Christine Parker, Oceania Parker, 1995) 
 
In the 1990s New Zealand was in the grip of free market fundamentalism, neo-liberal 
deregulation of the economy having begun in the mid-eighties. The Maori protest 
movement was a major source of societal conflict and feminism had become the ‘F’ 
word.  This study examines my writing and directing during the 1990s in New 
Zealand. It is proposed that the films contributed to national and international 
conversations around feminism, colonial struggles, spirituality and the supernatural.  
It is argued that these works offer a social critique of neoliberalism and the divisive 
effects of it, on women in particular.  In the context of this appraisal neoliberalism is 
understood to be a set of beliefs that support the functioning of the global free market, 
with minimal government regulation, except to protect the functioning of private 
enterprise and the ownership of private property.i   The short films One Man’s Meat 
(1991), Peach (1993), and Hinekaro Goes on a Picnic and Blows up Another Obelisk 
(1995) and the feature film Channelling Baby (1999) are located in an oeuvre of 
female, Gay, and Maori film makers and artists responding to this environment.  The 
recurrence of alternative utopias, the use of magic realismii and the representation of 
the spiritual and supernatural in my work are also considered in relation to other films 
made in the period.  A case is made that the films were part of a small vanguard of 
films responding to the 1990s status quo by offering alternative modes of discourse to 
the dominant economic rationalism.  Rich in visual intensity and heightened narrative 
tropes, such as irony and fragmented narratives, my aesthetic choices, together with 
recurring themes of chance and fate, agency and identity, are considered to link the 
films together as a coherent study.  While the works are located in an evolving 
feminist tradition in the 1990s, their continued relevance today, particularly in relation 
to foregrounding marginal voices and the disruption of dominant paradigms and 
expectations of female behavior and identity, underpin the claim for originality.  
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CRITICAL APPRAISAL 
Introduction 
In the 1990s, New Zealand was in the grip of free market fundamentalism, 
deregulation of the economy having begun in the mid-eighties.iii The Maori protest 
movement had been an on-going source of societal conflict since the 1970s as Maori 
sought to win back compensation for lands appropriated during colonization, by 
invoking the Treaty of Waitangi (1840).iv The feminism that had emerged in New 
Zealand in the 1970s and 1980sv had been widely marginalized, with feminism 
dubbed the ‘F’ word, as the free market utopia-in-the-making seemed to subsume 
other values.  
The body of work presented for examination is the four films that I wrote and 
directed between 1990 and 1999 in New Zealand. It will be proposed that the films 
offered an original contribution to national and international conversations around 
post-colonial struggles, feminism, economics and spirituality, addressing such notions 
as chance, fate, agency and identity. My films will be located in an oeuvre of women, 
Maori and Gay filmmakers responding to the social and political environment, and 
consider them as part of a build up towards a cultural shift in New Zealand around the 
Millennium.  Narrative, thematic and aesthetic choices linking the films will also be 
explored and critically appraised in relation to the coherence and originality of the 
work.  
 
Background 
Dag Einer Thorsen and Amund Lie (2013)vi attempt a history and definition of 
neoliberalism.  They cite a wide range of authors on the subject, including Chomsky 
(1999)vii Touraine (2001), viii and Saad-Filho and Johnson 2005ix and while they find 
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multiple and differing iterations of the concept, they also discover commonalities and 
propose a definition of neoliberalism as ‘a loosely demarcated set of political beliefs 
which […] include the conviction that the only legitimate purpose of the state is to 
safeguard individual, especially commercial, liberty.’x  In the mid 1980s New Zealand 
underwent rapid change from a heavily taxed, ‘Welfare State’ with free education, 
healthcare, and housing for those who needed it, to a ‘user pays’ economy, with a 
deregulated labour market, global free trade, and little government intervention in the 
workings of ‘market forces’. Jane Kelsey documents and critiques the specific 
changes to the economic and social institutions used to deregulate the New Zealand 
economy.xi  However, it is specifically the social and psychological impacts on 
women and others who found themselves at the margins of the so-called reforms that 
are of central concern in this appraisal.  Giddens (1991), explores the notion of the 
self in post-traditional society, describing  ‘the reflexive project of the self’ which 
consists in ‘the sustaining of coherent, yet continuously revised, biographical 
narratives [that] take place in the context of multiple choices, as filtered through 
abstract systems’xii.  Giddens explores the nature and multiplicity of choices to be 
negotiated, about who and how to be, in relation to modern institutions and abstract 
systems, in particular to the spread of global capitalism and the advanced technology 
of our times.  He describes how ‘modernity produces difference, exclusion and 
marginalization. ’xiii He added that inequality connected with class, gender and 
ethnicity ‘can be partly defined in terms of differential access to forms of self-
actualization and empowerment.’xiv  The films that I made in the 1990s engage with 
possibilities for self-actualization, especially for women, in the context of global 
capitalism and the neoliberal reforms that were taking place in New Zealand at that 
time, and that have subsequently been found across world economies, not least in 
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Europe and Britain today.  Indeed, many argue that neoliberalism is the dominant 
ideology shaping our world today.xv 
  In the 1980s, women in New Zealand had begun to make inroads into the 
world of film and television as writers and directors, particularly in short film and 
documentary, and as specialist crew. The first feature drama solely directed by a 
woman was The Silent One, directed by Yvonne Mackay (1984).  Prior to this, Ramai 
Hayward had co-directed To Love a Maori with Rudall Hayward in 1972.  The mid to 
late 1980s saw a rising tide of important women film makers addressing social 
injustice and feminist issues, and exploring female experience, particularly in relation 
to their subjugation. Examples include Melanie Read’s Trial Run (1984), Gaylene 
Preston’s Mr Wrong (1985), and Alison Maclean with Rud’s Wife (1986). In 1988, 
Merita Mita ventured into feature drama with Mauri (1988)1.  Jane Campion fittingly 
ended the eighties with the provocative Sweetie (1989). With a foot in each decade, 
the film explored a dysfunctional family and incest, but introduced a darkly comedic 
tone to do so.  This tone was something I later explored in my own work and the film 
can certainly be counted as an influence, if not Campion’s later work, such as The 
Piano (1993). Although Campion’s first feature is technically an Australian film, the 
director and producer are New Zealanders, and an argument is made by Bill Gosden 
that; ‘The world the film expresses is dark, precious, incestuous, inarticulate’ and that 
‘these are New Zealand traits, certainly not Australian.’ xvi   
By the 1990s emerging women filmmakers were branching out from exploring 
their experience of subjugation by men.  Along with Gay filmmakers they sought to 
create representations that resisted victimhood and this allowed the creation of more 
flawed, morally complex or corrupt characters.  In her book reframing a history of 
                                                            
1 She was already established as a documentary producer and director. Her ground breaking Patu!, 
documented the mass civil disobedience of the 1981 Springbok tour. Mauri was the first fiction feature 
to be directed by a Maori woman. 
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New Zealand film Women (2000), Deborah Shepard entitles her chapter on the 1990s 
‘Entering the Wild Zone’.xvii  She explains that the term ‘the wild zone’ was coined by 
literary critic Elaine Showalter to refer to a ‘no-mans-land’ of women’s culture that is 
unique to women and unknown to men’.xviii  Shepard draws parallels between my 
films and Showalters’ feminist theories. She describes both as ‘calls to arms’ noting 
the disruption of patriarchal paradigms caused by refusing to conform to utopian 
ideals of femininity: ‘ In One Man’s Meat (1991) Christine Parker steps beyond a 
world of known experience into a wild zone of women’s revenge’.xix  If films by 
women in the 1980s had been about challenging white male hegemony, the 1990s 
were perhaps more about women artists and filmmakers seeking to redefine and 
represent themselves by drawing on their own imaginations and formerly secret or 
subconscious thoughts.  In an earlier essay Deborah Shepard had noted ‘the rejection 
of self-sacrificing stereotypes’ in films made by women between 1989 and 1993, 
noticing that female anti-heroes were featured in eight films made by women in that 
period including my film One Man’s Meat, Sinestre (Niki Caro, 1989) and Christmas 
Shopping (Di Rowan, 1991), in which the female protagonist steals a baby at 
Christmas.xx Likewise, the 1980s had seen Gay film makers call attention to their 
existence in New Zealand, or to the homophobia they had experienced, in films such 
as Squeeze (Richard Turner, 1980) and then, (although ostensibly for television), 
Peter Wells and Stewart Main’s short films My First Suit, (1985), A death in the 
Family (1986) and Jewel’s Darl (1987).  Garth Maxwell made the love story Beyond 
Gravity (1988), but things were to take a much wilder turn in the nineties with 
Maxwell appropriating horror, in the thrillingly cathartic Jack Be Nimble (1993)2 and 
later Wells and Main homo – appropriation of period melodrama with Desperate 
                                                            
2 Which Bruce Babington describes ‘a condensation of cultural critiques of the farm as a synecdoche 
for older New Zealand as a fount of cruelty, philistinism and violence’ 2007, pp. 210-211 
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Remedies (1993).  
 At the beginning of the 1990s, few feature fiction films had been directed by 
Maori, with only two produced in the previous decade: Ngati  (Barry Barclay, 1987) 
and Mauri (Merata Mita, 1988), although these were very important films laying the 
ground for future developments in Maori film and television. xxi  Consequently, it was 
less the case that productive Maori directors influenced me in the 1990s, as there was 
so little produced.  However, just prior to Once were Warriors (Lee Tamahori, 1994) 
exploded onto our screens, the early 1990s saw a surge of talented Maori cast and 
crew making inroads into the local industry and into short filmmaking, and I often 
worked with them.3 In the Contemporary Art world4, Lisa Reihana was making 
radical work such as her film Wog Features (1990), and in literature, Patricia Grace 
produced Cousins (1992) and Witi Ihimaera Bulibasha: King of the Gypsies (1994). 
All of these had an influence on my work and sensibility. Perhaps the latter two 
because each is arguably more subtle and complex on being Maori than Duff’s Once 
Were Warriors Warriors. 
Don Selwyn, (1936-2007), actor, casting director and director5 also supported and 
influenced me, especially in discussions about acting and directing actors. 6 He played 
a role in Peach (1995) and offered rehearsal and casting space at his base He Taonga 
                                                            
3 Don Selwyn introduced me to many including Melissa Wikaire, who became my trainee in film 
continuity. She later turned to producing and was eventually appointed as Programme Commissioner at 
Maori TV where she had a highly successful tenure. Sadly, Melissa passed away in May 2013 at the 
age of 42.  
4 Cushla Dillon, Kirsty Cameron, Christine Webster, Denise Kum, and Judy Darragh were among the 
contemporary artists that I knew and worked with. Their names are often found in both crew and cast 
credits in my films. Denise Kum worked on all of them and won a New Zealand film award for her 
make up work on Channelling Baby. She is also an installation artist and represented New Zealand at 
the 2003 Venice Biennale.  
5 He assisted many Maori into the industry and directed the first feature film exclusively in Te Reo 
Maori: Te Tangata Whai Rawa o Wēniti/ The Maori Merchant of Venice 2002.  
I also attended other workshops on acting and directing, notably including master classes with Jane 
Campion and also with Raymond Hawthorne. Selwyn was firmly in the ‘acting is doing’ camp while 
Campion was more interested in method acting and ‘experiencing the moment’. Hawthorne was a 
proponent of  ‘playing against;’ resisting emotion. I have subsequently come to ‘acting is thinking’, so 
that what is important to film, is the character considering available choices, and making her decision. 
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Films, firstly for Peach and then for my later films.   
 My first script supervisor role on a feature film was on Melanie Read’s second 
feature Send a Gorilla (1988). Resident in Auckland, the trip south to Wellington to 
work on the film introduced me to both Read and to Gaylene Preston, (they were 
working from the same building), and also to people who had a role in enabling the 
‘feminization’ xxii of New Zealand film from positions within ‘the establishment’ 
Robin Laing (producer), Jim Booth (producer and CEO of the New Zealand Film 
Commission 1984-1988), Ruth Jeffrey (script consultant at the NZFC, appointed 
1988), Judith McCann (CEO NZFC 1989-1994) and Jan Bieringa, Roger Horrocks, 
and Catherine Fitzgerald, being a few in various influential positions including at the 
Queen Elizabeth II Arts Council. What characterized these people was their apparent 
enthusiasm for film, and for especially their encouragement of a diversity of voices in 
the film making community. This was evident in their interactions with filmmakers as 
well as in published works and the public record. It was a ‘hands off approach’ that 
was gradually transformed to a ‘studio’ style NZFC by the end of the decade. xxiii  
Many other New Zealand films that I worked on as continuity in the following years 
were already becoming characterized by the need to be ‘international’ and 
‘commercial’ in an increasingly market conscious environment. xxiv  However, the no-
budget and ultra-low budget, and risk averse films that were wanted by the end of the 
decade were still to speak their names. xxv  Nevertheless, in the early 1990s, the new 
female attitude of agency and rebellion evident in the films that I made resonated 
internationally, resulting in numerous competitive festival selections and wide 
international distribution of the films. 
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One Man’s Meat (1991) 
My debut short One Man’s Meat (1991) is a black comedy, a female fantasy that 
apparently touched a nerve with women around the world in the 1990s.  Made on a 
QEII Art’s Council Grant, the film was nominated for ‘Best Short Film’ at the NZ 
film awards and acquired a NZFC sales agent. On the first sales outing, it sold widely 
including to France (Canal Plus), Germany (Premiere) and the UK (Channel 4).xxvi 
A possible explanation for the popularity of the short was because in a familiar 
Western middle-class setting, it rejected the stereotype of women as nurturing 
homemakers, and delivered a feminist message of defiance, while using a comedic 
tone and unexpected stylistic techniques (discussed below pp. 11-12) to do so.  
 My early feminism was nurtured at University in the Waikato, where I was 
also strongly influenced by the Maori protest movement in the 1980s.7 The Waikato, 
south of Auckland, is an area of great historical and contemporary importance in 
Maori culture and New Zealand History.xxvii  The two movements were closely 
entwined and were hotly debated within the creative community at the University 
where I studied philosophy and sociology as well as English and American literature.  
My early interests were literaryxxviiirather than filmic, and music, art and performance 
were also strong themes in my creative development.  These led to my introduction to 
film, when I assisted as a session musician on a soundtrack for an animated short film 
in the late 1980s. 
 I had turned down the offer of a place at Auckland’s Elam School of Fine Arts 
in order to attend the University of Waikato, but in need of paid employment, I found 
my self employing my only ‘commercial’ skill, working as an artist/illustrator in 
Auckland after graduation. This introduced me to contemporary artists and 
                                                            
7 Taking part in the famous 5000 strong anti-apartheid protest at Rugby Park that stopped the game on 
the Springbok Tour of New Zealand in 1981. 
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filmmakers in the city. Some, for example Niki Caro, had attended Film School in 
Australia, and having been introduced to filmmaking as a possibility, I decided to 
attend some short courses at the Australian Film and Television School. 8  One of 
these was in film continuity.  This skill was to provide a means of making a living 
while making my short films.   It also meant that I would work closely with actors, 
directors and cinematographers on over thirty films, participating in discussing mise 
en scène, film grammar, and designing shots for editing transitions, as well as action 
and performance.  This proximity facilitated the development of my own theories of 
screen directing and acting, enabling me to explore and test them in my own work. 
 Elements of my background can be identified in One Man’s Meat (1991), my 
first short film.  Firstly, the rebellious attitude, developed during my time at the 
University of Waikato where feminist thought and social politics thrived.  My time as 
an artist and illustrator is also evident in the film, in the highly graphic, and almost 
cartoon like imagery, with deeply saturated colour and high contrast lighting in much 
of the film.  For example, the long shadows cast by James (Alistair Browning) as he 
returns home, or the image of the ‘outlaw mask’ that Jo (Donogh Rees) fashions from 
a tea towel to chop the meat.  By contrast, flat lighting and a stage setting was used in 
Jo’s musical fantasy/magic realist sequence to highlight the comedic and performative 
nature of the female stereotypes that she is re-appropriating.  Back-up singers appear 
as a Virgin Mary, a Whore, and a kind of domestic Dolly, inspiring and supporting 
the protagonist’s act of revenge, laughing in delight when she succeeds.  The use of 
tropes from popular genres also contributes to the tongue-in-cheek tone.  Much of the 
style borrows from film noir suspense, for example, the track in/zoom out used when 
Jo receives a phone call (which might be from her dead husband), while James’ 
                                                            
8 Caro attended Swinburne in Melbourne. ( http://www.nzonscreen). There was no Film School in New 
Zealand at the time. 
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One Man’s Meat 1991 	  
	  Fig	  1.	  The	  dead	  husband	  on	  the	  phone?	  The	  film	  borrows	  from	  Film	  noir	  technique	  such	  as	  track-­‐in-­‐zoom-­‐out.	  From	  One	  Man’s	  Meat	  (	  1991).	  	  	  
	  Fig	  2.	  A	  background	  in	  graphic	  art	  is	  evident	  in	  some	  of	  the	  stylistic	  choices,	  such	  at	  this	  ‘outlaw	  bandana’.	  From	  One	  Man’s	  Meat	  (	  Christine	  Parker,	  1991).	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projectile vomiting as he lays dying recalls the splatter sub-genre of horror.  
The bluegrass style guitar soundtrack composed and performed by Graham 
Gash reveals another stylistic influence; the Coen Brothers early films, such as Blood 
Simple (1984) and Raising Arizona (1987), as I sought to bring some ironic distance 
to the tale of this alternative outlaw.  The highly saturated ‘close-up and wide-angle’ 
shooting style used in the Coens’ early black comedies had an influence and helped 
signify the tone that was desired, as framing the film as darkly comedic, would allow 
ideas that might otherwise be seen as highly transgressive, to be aired in a fairly 
mainstream context.  My films all combine humour with serious comment to some 
extent. Stetz (2003) says of my later film Peach (1993): ‘Parker’s short film from the 
1990s employs a feminist comic strategy of submitting to this oppressive code, while 
simultaneously making oppressiveness both visible and risible.  Such a sly use of 
comedy links Parker’s work with feminist projects by other late twentieth century 
artists around the world.’ xxix One Man’s Meat has sometimes been compared to A 
Question of Silence (1982)xxx by Dutch filmmaker Marleen Gorris, in which a group 
of women, seemingly without reason, beat a man to death. However, One Man’s Meat 
adopts an entirely more playful tone.  The stylized song and dance sequence attests to 
this as well as the other aesthetic elements mentioned above.  One Man’s Meat 
presents a consequence-free utopia in which the protagonist ‘gets away with it’ by 
recruiting the patriarchy’s own stereotypes against it.  However, it should also be 
noted that Jo doesn’t actually murder James; she simply does not rescue him.  This is 
entirely recognizable code for everyday strategies women employ as they negotiate 
domestic sexual politics. 
 My literary interests and, at that time aspirations, led me to the story for One 
Man’s Meat.  I was considering submitting a story to Cathie Dunsford,xxxi author and 
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book editor, who was collecting short stories for an anthology called Subversive 
Actsxxxii She remarked to me that ‘hundreds’ of submissions involved the murder of 
husbands, but that few of these went into any graphic detail of the actual deed.  Most 
were focused on the ‘new me without him’ or the reclaiming of identity and agency 
rather than expressions of violent rage.  I was particularly fascinated to learn that the 
fantasy of becoming a ‘glamorous widow’ was very common, and I worked this idea 
into the final scene of the film when Jo and her ‘back-up singers’ don black Mantillas 
and laugh.  
 Dunsford assisted me in obtaining permission to use the short Story Waiting 
for Jim by Francis Cherryxxxiii as the basis of a film, although the final film bears 
small resemblance to it.  Earnest or sombre feminist statements were no longer de 
rigueur.  Alison McLean’s brilliant Kitchen Sink (1989) had opened the door to a 
more subjective and imaginative filmmaking.   It was bold and provocative without 
sacrificing a wider audience, because it was so entertaining, with its use of horror 
tropes and sexually charged performances.  If Kitchen Sink was not a traceable 
influence in my films, it was certainly an inspiration. MacLean’s film transforms 
ubiquitous domestic situations and objects (a hair in the sink, a black rubbish bag), 
into objects of horror and fascination. Later, in One Man’s Meat, vegetarian character 
Jo turns having to feed meat to the family dog into ‘turning renegade’, and a trigger of 
murderous thoughts. 
  My experience in continuity – so closely linked with the editing room, is 
evident in carefully designed scene transitions, often using extreme close-ups or 
matched movement.  For example in One Man’s Meat, the close-up family 
photograph bridges Jo’s fantasy and her reality as she sits waiting for James’ late 
return home.  And in the finale, the extreme close up of the turkey timer popping, then 
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cutting wide to Jo and her ‘backing singers’ celebrating with a toast.  The skill proved 
important in building a sense of film community as well.  I often supported my peers 
in the role of continuity between my own projects and the commercial jobs I earned a 
living from. These included Melanie Read, Peter Wells, Stuart Main, Christine Jeffs, 
Niki Caro, and Garth Maxwell.  Likewise, they supported me, not only as friends, for 
example, Christine Jeffs edited my film Peach (1993). Later, Jeffs asked me for help 
with storyboarding her own first short film Stroke (1994) Jeffs went on to write and 
direct feature film Rain (2001) and is now an established Hollywood director.  
 One Man’s Meat was screened at the Melbourne Film Festival and in the US 
at the Mill Valley Film Festival.xxxiv  In Sydney, One Man’s Meat screened at the 
Museum of Contemporary Art as part of Headlands exhibition and in New Zealand at 
the Wellington and Auckland City Art Galleries as part of the alter/image project:  
This was a four month exhibition at each of the galleries, accompanied by a book. xxxv 
The book discusses thirty-eight New Zealand women making fine art, narrative film 
and documentaries in New Zealand over those two decades, including the two films 
that I had made by the date of its publication, One Man’s Meat (1991) and Peach 
(1993). 
 
Peach (1993) 
The success of One Man’s Meat made me eligible to apply to Short Film Fund 
of the New Zealand Film Commission for my next project Peach.xxxvi  
Peach was made under a scheme called Bonsai Epics;xxxvii this meant the film needed 
to reach for a cinematic quality in both its aesthetic and narrative aspirations: In an 
interview for alter/image I had stated:  ‘It is essential for me to believe that I have a 
good enough reason for telling that particular story [Peach] this reason and the 
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Peach 1993 	  	  
	  Fig	  3.	  The	  colour	  palette	  of	  several	  works	  by	  El	  Greco	  was	  an	  inspiration	  in	  
Peach.	  	  Above	  is	  Saint	  John	  the	  Evangelist,	  ca.	  1605,	  oil	  on	  canvas,	  99.7	  x	  78	  cm.	  On	  display	  at:	  The	  National	  Prado	  Museum,	  Madrid,	  Spain.	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devices with which one conveys the story derive from the same auspices: the desire to 
frame a genuine feminist perspective of a postcolonial culture discovering its dramatic 
and epic qualities beyond patriarchal myth.’xxxviii   I intended to broaden my feminist 
message by commenting on race relations and class, and I needed to find a way to do 
so in cinematic form. In the early 1990s the urban underclass represented by 
characters Sal  (Tania Simon) and Mog (Joel Tobeck) in Peach was growing.  Alan 
Duff’s novel Once were Warriors (1990)xxxix painted a grim picture of Urban Maori 
in the 1980s and 1990s; estranged from traditional culture yet disconnected from 
Pakeha culture, living a ghetto existence on the fringes of the cities. The dismantling 
of the welfare statexl that was taking place was particularly difficult for Maori women 
who were often left unqualified by the school system, leaving them with few 
economic choices.xli  Unlike the later film of the same name, Alan Duff’s novel was 
bleak, and might be interpreted as castigating Maori for their part in their own plight.9   
The neoliberal agenda is thought by some to contain a moral imperative; ‘the good 
and virtuous person is thought to be one who is able to access the relevant markets 
and function as a competent actor in these markets. […] Individuals are seen as solely 
responsible for the consequences of the choices they freely make.’xlii The epithet dole-
bludger emerged in New Zealand vernacular, and was freely applied to anyone not 
succeeding in the free market, employed or not. The current UK television show 
Benefits Britain (Channel 5)xliii is an example of current media condemnation of 
people on welfare benefits and low incomes. 
I wanted to respond to the political climate with a story offering empowerment 
and hope for change for its disenfranchised Maori female protagonist.  Stetz says of 
Sal;  ‘The figure of the working-class, Maori, single mother, and the question of her 
                                                            
9 A few years later in the feature film made from Once were Warriors (1994), Rewia Brown’s 
screenplay repositions Beth Heke as the central protagonist,9 giving a Maori woman epic and heroic 
status on an immensely successful scale. 
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“rights”, including her right to her own desires […] had a particular resonance in 1993 
and understanding [the socio-economic backdrop] is crucial to understanding why 
Parker’s short comic film might be characterized as both feminist and politically 
subversive.’xliv  At the start of the film, despite Sal’s chutzpah, her sense of 
entitlement has ebbed away to very small aspirations.  Her aesthetics, humour, and 
desires, are all subjugated by her circumstances including her selfish Pakeha 
boyfriend.  
 My political ideas converged with another influence: reading the Katherine 
Mansfield story Bliss xlv In this story an upper class 1920s English woman, over the 
course of preparing and giving a dinner party, has a revelation which changes her 
entire state of being from innocence (one meaning of the title Bliss) to experience in 
the most devastating way: The beautiful guest Pearl, with whom she is intoxicated, 
and feels an almost spiritual affinity, is having an affair with her husband. It comes to 
her in a flash and the world stands still. All her wealth and happiness, her bliss, turns 
to dust.  Sal has a similar moment when she sees the Towie10 (Lucy Lawless) kissing 
Mog, but in this utopian offering, it serves as an awakening and triggers a reverse 
moment, one where Sal suddenly sees that anything is possible; she can be and do as 
she desires and can create her own destiny.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
 Like Bliss, Peach has a triad of characters with blurred sexual energies at play 
although in an utterly different world. I chose to communicate this interplay using a 
shooting style that almost always holds two characters in frame; therefore 
relationships, and the nuances of energy shifts within those relationships, are always 
made visible.  For example when Sal is in the house with the Towie who hands her 
the peach in a two-shot, the camera then rotates to Sal contemplating the encounter as 
                                                            
10 New Zealand vernacular for Tow truck driver 
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  Fig	  4.	  Two	  characters	  are	  always	  held	  in	  frame	  and	  shots	  evolve	  and	  reposition	  as	  dynamics	  change.	  Here	  Sal	  has	  seen	  Mog	  (Joel	  Tobeck)	  kissing	  the	  Towie	  (Lucy	  Lawless).	  From	  Peach	  (1993)	  	  
	  Fig,	  5.	  Just	  after	  The	  Towie	  exits,	  Mog	  (Joel	  Tobeck)	  returns	  and	  approaches	  Sal	  (Tania	  Simon),	  but	  soon	  she	  will	  exit	  to	  find	  the	  Towie	  again.	  From	  Peach	  (1993)	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the Towie exits, just as Mog appears in Sal’s background, but as he moves forward to 
embrace her, Sal exits after the Towie, leaving Mog alone with the consequences of 
his actions.  A series of tracks and counter-tracks are used throughout the film in this 
way. I further developed this technique in Channelling Baby (1999), using the shot 
construction and development to convey relationship and to gradually reveal each 
character’s (occluded) point of view of events, both literally and figuratively.) 
The state house is iconic in New Zealand. To many Pakeha it represents an 
older, post-war utopia of the quarter acre section, the welfare state, endless summers 
and racial harmony.xlvi As Maori migrated to the cities in the decades after the war, 
right up to the 1980s,xlvii and the market ‘reforms’, (including the selling off of such 
state housing stock) took place, that earlier utopia was in a shambles, but there was no 
going back to a Maori rural idyll either.xlviii   Sal and her boyfriend Mog squat in a 
semi-derelict state house on the fringes of the city, unable to move in either direction.  
A little like the character Val, in Tennessee Williams’ play Orpheus Descending, xlix 
the female Towie appears and changes everything.  Both stories are about the power 
of beauty and passion to raise the big questions that would otherwise lie dormant 
within us. Giddens (1991) describes how in late modernity the internally referential 
systems of expert knowledge and power, at play in ‘the reflexive project of the self’, 
break down at what he calls ‘fateful moments’.l  At these moments, expert 
knowledge, although technically competent, is inadequate because by the nature of 
science, it is always subject to doubt.  According to Giddens, fateful moments are 
moments that are both consequential and problematic.li  The business of constructing 
the self is broken through and ‘decisions made are irreversible or difficult to 
reverse.’lii It is these moments that are at the heart of drama, and it is the choices and 
decisions made at such moments that reveal character, precisely because, as Giddens 
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  Fig	  6.	  	  Sal	  (Tania	  Simon)	  returns,	  on	  foot,	  to	  her	  abandoned	  state	  house	  by	  the	  railway	  tracks.	  From	  Peach	  (1993).	  	  	  
	  Fig.	  7	  Sal’s	  point-­‐of-­‐view	  of	  Mog	  (Joel	  Tobeck)	  kissing	  the	  Towie	  (Lucy	  Lawless),	  The	  ‘fateful	  moment’	  is	  emphasized	  with	  a	  half-­‐twist	  of	  an	  anamorphic	  lens;	  stretching	  and	  distorting	  the	  image.	  From	  Peach	  (1993).	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puts it;  ‘external criteria force themselves back into play.’liii  Questions of morality 
and spirituality, of fate and chance and possible other worlds of experience, 
necessarily repressed to negotiate day to day life, for the survival and continuity of 
self-identity, erupt again. 11 
The gift of the ‘new season peach’12 triggers the appearance of the woman Towie, 
through Sal’s own longing for something exquisite in the tough world she survives in. 
The peach calls forth the Towie through the power of desire, not only sexual, but also 
material, and clearly for the mobility possessed by both Mog and the Towie in the 
film, but not by Sal.13 
The use of  ‘magic realism’ for example, in Sal’s (distorted) vision of the 
Towie as she appears to Sal at the bus stop, and in the revelatory moment when Sal 
sees Mog kissing the Towie, signal a break from ‘normality’. Here, we used a half 
turn of an anamorphic lens to momentarily stretch the frame, to reach for a feeling of 
magic, suspended time, and emotional vertigo.  The idea for this, and the overall 
palette of the film was modeled on the paintings of El Greco, with his striking use of 
peach, jade green, honey skin tones, luminous white, and deep blacks.14 El Greco’s 
expressive manipulation of form such as his vertical stretching of the religious figures 
he painted, and the strong sense of spiritual emotion he achieved, were an inspiration 
used to emphasize the sense of magic, destiny and transcendence in the film.  In this 
respect, the techniques and imagery of classical Western art are appropriated on 
behalf of the characters, which of itself is a comment on their entitlement to beauty 
                                                            
11 Later, in feature film Channelling Baby (1999), I explore making such moments the axis around 
which the narrative is constructed. 
12 From an older Maori man – Don Selwyn – known to New Zealanders, who most would have been 
understood to be representing traditional Maori Mana. 
13 They both have tow-trucks that reflect their characters, while Sal is reliant on public transport, and 
walking. 
14 Grant Major and the Art Department even painted and textured the interior walls to match the 
original El Greco references that I provided.  
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and transcendence.  Much of the film is lensed against a backdrop of a bonfire as 
Mog’s Maori and white-poor mates gather for a drunken party.  The fire illuminates 
the scenes of Sal’s transformation – both powering it and signaling danger – a 
reminder of a possible conflagration that is ever present where inequality is found. 
Stetz (2003) liv discusses Peach at some length in the context of New Zealand 
political history as well as cinema: ‘ Parker repeatedly films important shots-including 
those that signal desire, from Sal’s own point of view, thereby disrupting the white 
masculine gaze so prevalent in earlier New Zealand cinema and brings a Maori 
woman’s gaze quite literally into focus.’lv  She also goes on to note that the ending to 
Peach in which Sal is left enriched and empowered by her encounter with the Towie  
‘overturns the racist plot described by bell hooks15 in Eating the Other – a plot found 
in even such allegedly feminist productions as Campion’s The Piano.’ lvi  New 
Zealand filmmaker Annie Goldson also discusses how in The Piano, relegated to 
background extras, Maori play nature to the white character’s culture and how Ada’s 
repressed sexuality is powered into life by her proximity to Maori.lvii    Thus, Stetz 
describes Peach as a ‘groundbreaking postcolonial feminist text.’ lviii 
 A Lesbian audience embraced the sexual ambiguity and sensuality in Peach. 
Peach appeared in the Auckland and Wellington festivals in New Zealand as a short 
before Sally Potter’s Orlando (1992), and this pairing continued into general release. 
Internationally, it screened in many Gay and Lesbian Festivals including the London 
Gay and Lesbian Film Festival, the San Francisco International Gay and Lesbian Film 
Festival and the Honolulu Rainbow Film Festival.lix Its US distributor, First Run 
Features, also gave it theatrical release there in various contexts including as part of 
                                                            
15 bell hooks is an African American feminist, author, educator and public academic.  In Black Looks: 
Race and Representation, (Boston: Southend Press, 1992) Chapter 2: ‘Eating the Other: Desire and 
Resistance’, (pp. 21-39) hooks dissects Hollywood movies and their treatment of African Americans as 
‘Other’; eroticized consumable commodities used to enrich the lives of the white characters 
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  Fig	  8.	  	  The	  Towie	  (Lucy	  Lawless)	  moves	  to	  kiss	  Sal	  (Tania	  Simon).	  The	  light	  from	  the	  fire	  outside	  powers	  the	  encounter,	  and	  also	  signals	  danger.	  From	  Peach	  (1993).	  	  	  
 
Fig 9. Sal with the Peach at the end of the film, new possibilities for agency and 
identity have opened up. From Peach (1993). 
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the Girlfriends program in New York.lx  Its popularity and longevity were further 
boosted after September 1995 when Lucy Lawless (who was virtually unknown at the 
time of casting), shot to fame as Xena –Warrior Princess. Peach went on to attract a 
cult following, with Lawless’ fan baselxi, and is still widely available on DVD today, 
more than twenty years later.lxii  
 
Hinekaro Goes on a Picnic and Blows up another Obelisk (1995) 
 
“The mood of rebellion was firmly established in New Zealand women’s cinema in the 
middle of the decade when Christine I returned to the screen with Hinekaro Goes on a 
Picnic and Blows Up Another Obelisk”lxiii                                                    
 
My next project began life as a proposed documentary about Keri Hulme, 
author of the Booker Prize winning novel The Bone Peoplelxiv.  I intended to 
dramatize scenes from Hulme’s works within the documentary, which was to explore 
creativity. After a series of meetings with the author about it, another idea took shape.  
Hulme proposed a short film of one of her stories: Hinekaro goes on a picnic and 
Blows up another Obelisk16 The text was extremely narratively complex, and 
politically provocative, but the challenge was exciting.  This tale of supernatural 
postcolonial revenge, interwoven with a writer’s inner journey, would be 
extraordinarily difficult to make, requiring a large crew and some special FX that had 
not yet been invented.lxv  
 I returned to the NZFC ‘Bonsai Epics’ schemelxvi, for directors with a proven 
track record.  The project won a place and the scheme enabled ‘Hinekaro’ to be shot 
on 35mm film (my previous works originated on 16mm), and the crew could be paid 
                                                            
16 First published in Subversive Acts Cathie Dunsford, ed, (Auckland: Penguin, 1991). Hulme agreed to 
give me the rights in exchange for cooking ginger pudding in a hangi for 50 people.  
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professional rates at last.  However, digital FX on film were then much more complex 
than they would be using today’s digital cameras. Editor Chris Plummer and I worked 
for a year on post-production, enlisting the Animation Research Unit at the University 
of Dunedin to create animated ‘mist’ for the first time, and George Port (who had 
been part of Peter Jackson’s Heavenly Creatures team) to laboriously render the CGI 
frames. 17 Although these techniques are now quite commonplace, they were new in 
the 1990s.  The process of editing was a patchwork of black frames until the CGI 
images could be rendered as composite images, which took many hours per second. 
While Heavenly Creatures had already been shot at the time, it had not yet been 
released; its use of CGI was not yet unveiled, so my team and I had not seen what 
Jackson had done.  Weta Digital was not yet set up to provide postproduction services 
to other filmmakers, and there were no specialist post-production FX supervisors 
available.  It was new territory, and very much ‘DIY’.18  
In Hinekaro Goes on a Picnic and Blows Up Another Obelisk a writer (Rima 
Te Wiata), is composing poetry while holding an interior conversation with an 
ancestor; Hinekaro, (voiced by Rena Owen).  Hinekaro is tutoring her apprentice in 
both originality and Utu (revenge)19.  The writer learns that Hinekaro will help her 
with her own quest for Utu if she can think of something totally new and original, 
especially in the realms of fishing or cooking.  The writer revisits herself as a child, 
(Minette Meder), and remembers she was once self-reliant – catching eels with 
spiders.  This inspires her to invent a recipe.  As she strides through the New Zealand 
                                                            
17 Computer generated images. Often referring to composite shots where one element, for example an 
actor, is filmed against a green screen, and the green is then replaced with another background shot 
elsewhere. Some CGIs involve many layers or elements. 
18 ‘Do-it-Your-Self. Two years later in 1996, a plate of ‘morphing food’ as created in Hinekaro 
appeared in Jane Campion’s Portrait of a Lady. ‘Animated mist’ was subsequently seen in a famous 
brand fridge TVC in New Zealand, (1995).  The two techniques are widely seen now. 
19 Revenge and Utu were not quite interchangeable in my understanding, even if most dictionaries say 
they are, because it also means responding to a kindness with a kindness. Within the film –it is 
understood as reciprocation ‘in kind’.  
vi	  
Hinekaro Goes on a picnic and blows up Another Obelisk 
1995 
Fig 10. The Apprentice as a child, (Minette Meder), she is self-reliant, fishing for eels 
with spiders. Hinekaro Goes on a Picnic and Blows Up Another Obelisk (1995) 
Fig	  11.	  Another	  angle	  reveals	  that	  Hinekaro	  was	  there,	  in	  the	  form	  of	  a	  shadow-­‐lizard.	  3D shadow created by Stuart Smith and Paul Sharp at the Animation Research 
Unit, University of Dunedin. Hinekaro Goes on a Picnic and Blows Up Another 
Obelisk (1995). 
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bush chanting the recipe, Hinekaro quickens and transforms herself into a lightening 
bolt, which the writer then hurls at the obelisk, a monument to colonization and blows 
it up.  Hinekaro is literally the rebellious spirit who confronts her colonizers. The 
New Zealand landscape is peppered with Obelisks like the one in the film and some 
Pakeha audiences may have been offended, or even threatened, because it looks just 
like the monument in almost every town in New Zealand. 20   
Hinekaro should not only be understood as a ‘revenge tale’, however.  The 
narrative concerns creativity itself, and the importance of originality and self-reliance 
in achieving self-actualization, beyond the pervasive ‘internally referential systems of 
knowledge and power’ described by Giddens. lxvii  Re-appropriating the time-space 
continuum from these systems, the world of the story makes no difference between 
past, present, and future, the spiritual and the corporeal, the individual and the 
collective.  It draws on Maori mythology to do this and thus Hulme achieved a kind of 
Maori magic realism on the page, that I wanted to realize quite literally to preserve 
the specificity of the words, and sense of a spoken story, from an oral culture. Indeed, 
the film ends with the defiant, if utopian, notion that an oral culture cannot be 
controlled/censored or colonized as long as its native words are spoken and are 
therefore free to ‘roam wild’.  At the end of the film, the camera pulls back to reveal 
the action is set on Bastion Point, which has become a symbol of Maori land 
struggles, and of Maori triumph, as this valuable land in the center of the city was 
won back by Ngāti Whātua in 1988, after a long and bitter struggle.lxviii  As unseen 
Hinekaro floats up and out over the city her receding voice warns us to ‘watch this 
space’ (in English), then,  ‘look, and see ME ’ is added in spoken Maori.  The film 
was a rare case of giving a Maori voice authority and power and is unique in in its 
                                                            
20 While the monument in the film is stated by the Apprentice/writer to be dedicated to ‘sir somebody 
or other…reckons he discovered this place’, it is not intended to refer to the many later monuments that 
were dedicated to New Zealand war dead, including the famous Maori Battalions. 
vii	  
Fig 12. Rena Owen and Rima Te Wiata in the make-up room. Special FX: The blue 
makeup around Rena Owen’s mouth and moko allowed us to transpose just the mouth 
and moko onto another image of a plate, in order to create the ‘talking plate’.  
Hinekaro Goes on a Picnic and Blows Up Another Obelisk (1995) 
Fig 13. Life on the margins: The cleaner (Glynis Paraha) discovers her boss doesn’t 
flush the loo. And an old man is terrorized by a thug. Hinekaro proposes a fitting Utu 
for each. Hinekaro Goes on a Picnic and Blows Up Another Obelisk (1995). 
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complex layering of political, spiritual and philosophical elements into a short 
narrative. 
On viewing the completed film, Keri Hulme responded to the director by fax 
with a single word in huge letters:  “Yi- Haaa!!!”  The prestigious Clermont Ferrand 
was among the international competitions the film was selected for, and it was also at 
Sitges 199521, Hawaii 1995, Seattle 1996, Melbourne 1996 and others.  It attracted 
some criticism in New Zealand for its cheerfully radical stance, but it remained very 
popular with Maori, and featured regularly on Maori TV.lxix It was re-released 
internationally by the New Zealand Film Commission as part of a DVD compilation 
Dark Stories2, in 2002. 
 
Channelling Baby (1999) 
Ian Pryor links the work of Campion, Maclean, Caro and I, as ‘all exploring 
dysfunctional relationships in a fresh and often dark way,’lxx while Bruce Babington 
explains that Channelling Baby, like Memory and Desire (Niki Caro, 1998), and 
Crush (Alison MacLean, 1992) is ‘a re-working of traditional women’s picture 
mythemes’. In the former, ‘the mother daughter bond, the afflicted woman and 
transcendent but ill-fated love’ Babington goes on to propose that in Channelling 
Baby, the re-working takes over, unlike in Memory and Desire or Crush.lxxi 
Indeed, some of us did discuss this reworking at the time, wondering how we could 
bring the power of the early melodramas into our own stories.lxxii  I returned to the 
state house as the site of this reworking, again locating my story in a context of lost 
utopias. The original 1950s Welfare State dream is overwritten, first by the 1970s 
rosy cornucopia, but then by the bleak 1990s when those earlier dreams are scratched 
                                                            
21 Where by virtue of playing as a short before O Convento, by veteran Spanish director Manoel de 
Oliveira, ( 1995), it screened to an audience 2000 strong.  
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and damaged, and the state house a worn palimpsest.  Likewise, by the 1990s each of 
the characters has become broken or flawed; Geoff (Kevin Smith) with posttraumatic 
stress disorder from the Vietnam war, and Bunnie (Danielle Cormack) who is blind 
from an acid trip accident, the next generation’s Tony (Joel Tobeck), afflicted with 
anxiety and shame, and his sister Cassandra (Amber Sainsbury) with narcissism.  
The story is driven by the question: What happened in the past to bring them to this? 
Why did Bunnie and Geoff separate?  And; what happened to the baby that they had 
together?  It is structured around a séance held in the present (the 1990s), attempting 
to contact that baby, during which each character reveals their partial knowledge of 
events, and their secrets and motivations.   
 Internationally, non-linear narrative and multiple viewpoints were enjoying 
resurgence in the films of the 1990s.  Some examples were the likes of Tarantino’s 
Pulp Fiction (1994) and Natural Born Killers (Oliver Stone, 1994), The English 
Patient (Anthony Minghella, 1996), The Ice Storm (Ang Lee, 1997) and Paul Tomas 
Anderson’s Magnolia (1999).  The last also incorporating magic realism (the frogs 
raining from the sky) as does Channelling Baby, for example, when we experience 
birth from Bunnie’s (blind, and subjective) perspective, and when Baby returns to 
give her viewpoint. 
 The film married my interest in these forms with the themes I was exploring 
by unfolding the story in five flashbacks.22  Each is launched from a ‘present day’ in 
the 1990s, shot in cold blues and greens and personified in Cassandra who, ‘driven by 
hatred of her liberal middle class family,’ lxxiii She fraudulently styles herself as a 
psychic (a fake spirituality), so that she can engage the others in her own selfish 
‘family romance’lxxiv, thereby eventually bringing them all together but also, quite 
                                                            
22 Many reviewers linked the film to Rashomon, (Akira Kurosawa 1950), which was somewhat 
flattering, and I took to using the shorthand to describe my film’s structure - once I had seen it. At the 
time of making, I hadn’t seen it. 
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Channelling Baby 1999 	  
	  Fig	  14.	  Tony	  (Joel	  Tobeck)	  and	  Cassandra	  (Amber	  Sainsbury)	  lead	  Bunnie	  on	  a	  journey	  into	  the	  past,	  at	  the	  docklands	  where	  Geoff	  disappeared.	  	  Channelling	  
Baby	  (1999).	  	  
	  	  Fig	  15.	  Cassandra	  and	  Tony	  in	  the	  1990s.	  She	  fuelled	  by	  narcissism,	  he	  by	  shame.	  	  The	  colour	  palette	  is	  chosen	  to	  convey	  the	  bleak	  mood.	  Channelling	  Baby	  (1999).	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literally, to their bloody knees. Just as the most vulnerable of New Zealanders had 
been brought to their knees by the ‘reforms’ of the 1990s. In New Zealand of the 
1990’s environment, failure to get what you wanted or needed resided within the 
inadequate self.  Giddens proposes that ‘the reflexive project of the self is energized 
against the backdrop of moral impoverishment.’lxxv In this context, he discusses 
narcissism as ‘the restless pursuit of ‘who I am’, in which authenticity to one’s own 
needs and desires is the only guide.  He goes on to theorize that the emergence of a 
plethora of self-help guides and therapeutic experts has occurred, to minister to 
narcissistic needs arising in the absence of traditional external forms moral of 
guidance and wisdom.  With the pathological state of narcissism described as a 
‘defense against infantile dependency’, he argues that since dependence on expertise 
extends into most areas of adult life, ‘narcissism becomes intensified as a reaction to 
the feelings of helplessness thus engendered.’lxxvi The character of Cassandra 
exemplifies this; believing herself to be adopted, and convinced by brother Tony that 
she is Bunnie’s missing child, takes extreme measures, at the expense of all involved, 
to get what she wants; the continuity in self-identity that would be provided if she 
were re-united with her ‘true family’.  Cassandra appears (disguised in a blonde wig 
signifying her unease with her own identity), at a ‘self-help forum’ entitled My 
Reality – My Self, where the guru unwittingly supports her narcissistic plan to reunite 
her ‘family’, with his commercially pre-packaged message of self-actualization.  
The underlying social critique of neo-liberalism and its moral vapidity 
represented by Cassandra’s character was perhaps somewhat lost in the mix, with so 
much else going on in the film.  It was also a love story, and in retrospect, that would 
have been enough for a New Zealand audience longing, at the time, for affirmation 
and healing of its riven past.  Not only its Colonial past, but here the film specifically 
26 
addresses the rift between those who supported New Zealand’s participation in the 
Vietnam war and those who opposed it, in broad terms the ‘old’ political right and left 
respectively.23 The story could have been restricted to two or three points of view, 
those of Bunnie and Geoff, and possibly that of Baby, thus sealing off their world, 
and dispatching it safely it into historical drama. The addition of Cassandra and Tony 
destabilizes things, and asks the audience to wonder about their own part in coming to 
this point, and to wonder about the way forward. I now believe that like many first 
time feature filmmakers, in my eagerness, I tried to do too much in one film, certainly 
for that time.  Although, since the millennium, the use of such multiple, layered, and 
fractured narratives have become very popular, seen even in studio films such as 
Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind (Michel Gondry, 2004).  
Channelling Baby posits that genuine spirituality, and indeed humanity, 
resides in the illusive mystery of human love, and in recognition of our inter-
connectedness.  Thus we see Geoff in Vietnam, a soldier, traumatized by a 
woman emerging from an explosion holding her dead child.  In voice over, his 
own dead Baby ‘jokes’;  ‘Question: How much pain can be endured by a single 
Human Being? Answer: There’s no such thing as a single human being.’  
In the NZ Listener, Phillip Mathews detected the exploration of spirituality and 
interconnectedness:  ‘ the best thing that “Channelling Baby does is to get at the 
notion of love as a carefully constructed fantasy, something built on illusion and 
chance, ineffable, almost supernatural’. lxxvii Yet Mathews does not connect this to an 
23 Between 1964-1972, almost 4000 New Zealanders served in Vietnam. The documentary ‘The 
Shadow of Vietnam’  (Top-Shelf Productions, 1995) features interviews with some of them and covers 
the angry public reaction when they returned. The services instructed them get out of their uniform 
quickly and not to tell anyone where they had been.  
http://www.nzonscreen.com/title/the-shadow-of-vietnam-1995 [accessed 31.08.2015]. In 2008, the 
crown made a formal apology to the veterans for their treatment: 
http://www.beehive.govt.nz/release/ministerial-statement-parliament-crown-apology-viet-nam-veterans    
[accessed 30.08.2015] 
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alternative worldview in the neoliberal climate of the time.  However, in an essay 
entitled Beyond Materialism? : Spirituality and Neo-Utopian Sensibility in Recent 
New Zealand Film, lxxviiiAnn Hardy proposes that a small group of new Zealand films 
including Channelling Baby, (immediately prior to both Lord of the Rings Trilogy 
(Peter Jackson, 2001-2003) and Whale Rider (Niki Caro, 2003), use spirituality and/or 
the supernatural as a response to more than a decade of free market policies.   She 
describes how in the 1990s, ‘discussions relating to cultural practices [were] 
subsumed under discourses of ‘efficiency’, ‘growth’, ‘value for money’ and 
‘individual choice.’ lxxix  Hardy argues that Channelling Baby, Memory and Desire 
(Niki Caro, 1998), Saving Grace (Costa Botes, 1997), Majik and Rose (Vanessa 
Alexander, 2000), The Price of Milk (Harry Sinclair, 2000), The Irrefutable Truth 
about Demons (Glen Standring, 2000) and Snakeskin (Gillian Ashurst, 2001) 
responded to the consequences of the dominance of free-market ideologies and 
discourses:  ‘by examining previously marginalized discursive formulations for their 
potential to offer alternative public goals and vocabularies […] discourses of values, 
spirituality and, to a lesser extent, of religion;’lxxx  Hardy further noted the use of 
alternative utopias in the films, and the use of magic realism as well.24  She defines 
Magic Realism lxxxi as ‘works that challenge the scientific and materialist assumptions 
of Western modernity’ and the assumption that ‘reality is knowable, predictable, and 
controllable.’lxxxii  If this was a conscious aim on my part, it wasn’t helpful to talk 
about such things at the time. In the press kit and other material, we focused on the 
emotional intensity of the love story and other less divisive aspects of the film, such 
as the period elements of it, hoping the film would speak for itself. 
                                                            
24 Hardy notes the association of magic realism with postcolonial narratives 
particularly in Latin American writing and films.  
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 In Channelling Baby the utopian 1970s was shot with a magenta-pink filter.  
In New Zealand in the 1970s the available photographic film stock had either a 
pinkish or a bluish tinge.  I chose the rosier hue to create, as Hardy describes, a: ‘sun 
soaked, colourful, sensually expressive version of the 1970s, to which the exiled 
lovers keep seeking a return.’ lxxxiii In the course of the narrative, they discover that it 
wasn’t what it seemed to be at all, and that the seeds of the current 1990s dystopia 
(blindness and emotional damage, constant rain, lensed in blues and sickly greens), 
were planted back in that time.  In the past, each of the characters has had only a 
partial view of events, and it is left to Baby to reveal what happened; a series of 
misunderstandings, mistakes, wrong assumptions chance and bad luck.  However, as 
Babington observes: 
While Baby’s testimony is clearly the truth, it has its own wish-fulfillments, 
presenting a final scene contradicting the pair dying on the floor […] in which 
the couple are seated outside by a pool, gravely coming to terms with Baby’s 
death, but then smiling and laughing, […] an image of healing which reworks 
the ambiguity of Hollywood melodrama’s sometimes happy endings: both a 
false wish-fulfillment and a utopian urge’s striving for transcendence, for what 
might have been. lxxxiv 
 
 While my earlier films had been characterized by rebellious, fantasy utopias, 
by the time of making Channelling Baby, things were not so clear-cut.  Perhaps the 
film’s ending can be seen as a reflection of a more complex view of human 
relationships, including gender relationships.  Politically, Channelling Baby seeks to 
give witness to the damage wrought, but also acknowledges that blame counters any 
possibility of healing, and that the yearned for transcendence just might still be 
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  Fig	  16.	  	  A	  blissful	  Utopia:	  Bunnie	  and	  Geoff	  get	  married	  in	  hospital	  in	  the	  rose	  hued	  1970s.	  From	  Channelling	  Baby	  (1999).	  	  	  	  
Fig	  17.	  Bunnie	  (Danielle	  Cormack)	  and	  Geoff	  (Kevin	  Smith)	  take	  photographs	  outside	  their	  new	  state	  house.	  But	  the	  seeds	  of	  the	  1990s	  were	  planted	  in	  the	  1970s.	  All	  was	  not	  well.	  From	  Channelling	  Baby	  (1999).	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possible – sometime in the future. 
 Channelling Baby had to fight hard to get to the screen.  The NZFC, having 
cut its own in house script editors, had begun requiring films to respond to ‘the 
market’ in the form of having a distributor attached, but also by commissioning script 
reports from independent script assessors, usually from the UK or Australia.lxxxv After 
each report, the writer needed to demonstrate that they had taken on board any 
concerns of the assessor (i.e. changed the script according to their criticism).  While 
re-writes are not news in any script development process, at that time, subsequent 
drafts were rarely sent back to the same assessor.  Thus the development process was 
somewhat confusing for writers.  I was required to respond to several of these at every 
draft, leaving me struggling, as a first time feature writer to control the story, and 
maintain the brio required to deliver it.  Most of the key creative crew onboard the 
project were first-time feature film makers and the producer was no exception.25 This 
perhaps that played a part, however during Ruth Harley’s tenure as CEO many of my 
contemporaries struggled with development processes or were excluded. lxxxvi 
Dunleavy and Joyce (2012) describe the changes at the film commission that led to 
these policies, beginning with the appointment of Australian Phil Pryke, as Chairman 
in 1993, and the departure the same year, of Judith McCann as CEO.lxxxvii They 
describe the changes through the rest of the decade leading to the introduction of ‘The 
Low Budget Film Programme’ in 1995, (in collaboration with British distributor 
Portman Entertainment).lxxxviii  Later renamed Screenvisionz, these films included 
Robert Sarkies’ Scarifies (1999) and Mark Beesley’s Savage honeymoon (2000)lxxxix. 
Still later, came the  ‘no-budget films’ that were either self-financed or shot on 
                                                            
25 For example Rewa Harre the Cinematographer, and Chris Plummer, the Editor. Producer Caterina 
De Nave was a successful television Producer, but Channelling Baby was her first feature film. 
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  Fig	  18.	  Magic	  realism:	  Blind	  Bunnie	  has	  a	  vision	  of	  herself	  awaiting	  Baby’s	  spirit.	  Fortunately	  Dannie	  Cormack	  was	  an	  excellent	  swimmer	  and	  diver	  and	  fully	  performed	  the	  stunt	  herself.	  From	  Channelling	  Baby	  (1999).	  	  	  
	  Fig	  18.	  Bunnie	  (Danielle	  Cormack),	  wails	  as	  Geoff	  takes	  the	  lifeless	  baby	  away	  to	  hospital	  –	  attempting	  suicide	  -­‐	  he	  does	  not	  return.	  The	  death	  of	  Baby	  is	  the	  ‘fateful	  moment’	  around	  which	  the	  narrative	  is	  structured.	  From	  Channelling	  
Baby	  (1999).	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extremely small budgets from the NZFC or from private investors.  The filmmakers 
then were required to apply for postproduction funding, thereby representing an 
extremely low risk investment for the NZFC. Examples of this include Magik and 
Rose (Vanessa Alexander, 1999), and I’ll Make You Happy (Athina Tsoulis, 1999). xc    
 The commercial success that was predicted for the Channelling Babyxci was 
not realized.  Lindsay Shelton’s26 sales projections may have been based on the 
success of my short films, and the fact that personnel from Miramax and Fine Line 
Features were ‘tracking me’. 27   Financial under performance was the case for all of 
the films in Hardy’s (2007) essay.  Each was in different circumstances but 
Channelling Baby was somewhat impeded by the decision by the NZFC to spend only 
NZ$20,000 on marketing the film,xcii just enough for listings in the New Zealand 
papers and not much more.  In other words, in the market driven environment, the 
NZFC had decided to cut its losses on the film.  Fortunately however, the distributor28 
stood by it, and helped by some good reviews, and free publicity, Channelling Baby 
ran for eighteen weeks in New Zealand.  
 It enjoyed an International Festival life as well.  Some of the official selections 
for International Competition were: Hof (Fassbinder founded festival in Germany), 
The International Film Festival of India, (Delhi), Shanghai International Film 
Festival, Noosa IIF (Australia), Oporto IIF (Portugal), Puchon IIF (Korea), 
Salerno/Shadowline Competition Italy), Turin (Italy) and Singapore IFF.  It also 
screened as opening night film at both Women on Film IIF (Sydney), and Women in 
Film IFF LA August 1999, and was a winning film in Women in Film - Best of the 
Fest at Tribeca NYC, (1st December, 1999), presented by Robert De Niro and Jane 
                                                            
26 The NZFC’s Sales Agent 
27 For example arranging meetings with me at film festivals, and representatives from each company 
visiting the set of Channelling Baby on several occasions. Fineline subsequently offered  a 
development deal. 
28 Kelly Rogers of Rialto Distribution 
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  Fig	  18.	  Geoff,	   (Kevin	  Smith)	   is	  a	  solider	   in	  Vietnam,	   fighting	  communism,	  when	  he	  has	  an	  audio-­‐hallucination	  in	  which	  the	  as-­‐yet-­‐unborn	  Baby	  tells	  him	  ‘there	  is	  no	  such	  thing	  a	  single	  human	  being’.	  From	  Channelling	  Baby	  (1999).	  	  	  	  
	  Fig	  19.	  Bunnie,	  (Danielle	  Cormack)	  a	  hippy	  on	  an	  acid	  trip,	  stares	  too	  long	  at	  the	  eclipse,	  and	  is	  blinded.	  From	  Channelling	  Baby	  (1999).	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Rosenthal.    The international response was largely positive:  The LA Weekly praised 
the film’s ‘thoroughly delightful visual flair, audacious storyline and expansive 
vision’xciii, and The Sydney Morning Herald added: ‘as a story of blind young love, 
Channelling Baby is achingly true. Parker’s characters aren’t living in a political or 
moral vacuum and this depth of peripheral vision gives the film a curious, even 
mystical resonance.’ xciv 
 Hardy (2007) proposes that although the films in her essay ‘may have had a 
modest impact at the time, they appear now to have been precursors of later 
developments.’xcv  Specifically, Whale Rider (2003), and Lord of the Rings (2001-
2003).  Both of these engage the audience in ‘spiritual’ or ‘mythological’ worlds.   
In the case of Whale Rider, Hardy refers to Niki Caro’s explanation in OnFilm in 
October 2002, that the original ‘has had its political and erotic elements pared back in 
order to tell a story of universal appeal’xcvi Babington also notes the absence of Maori 
Pakeha conflict in Whale Rider.  He proposes it is achieved by simply removing all 
‘difference’ from the film.  Virtually everyone is Maori.  Babington explains how 
paradoxically ‘it is this expulsion of whiteness that allows for its implicit return [in 
the] undifferentiated New Zealandness’ apparent in the film.xcvii It allows non-Maori 
audiences to unreservedly empathize with the Maori characters, because there is no 
‘other’ positioning available.  It offers a ‘sealed world’, safely stabilized and brought 
to equilibrium at its conclusion, entirely unlike Channelling Baby’s uneasy ending. 
Babington also points to ‘the most appealing face of feminism’xcviii seen in the film, 
when explaining its success.  The central character is pre-sexual and thus a non-
threatening child.  The complication of sexuality is removed and her emancipation 
becomes a ‘bloodless’ coup.  Perhaps only a Pakeha woman could have made this 
beautiful, lovable and triumphant film, as it is hard to see how a Maori version could 
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sustain it without fissures of conflict, and murmurings of Utu.  
 In her discussion of Channelling Baby and the other films and their utopias, 
Hardy describes The Lord of the Rings trilogy as a ‘niche product, which repackages 
the whole country as utopian ‘other’ to a disenchanted world […] not just another 
exploration of utopia and its enemies, it is also a fictional re-colonization of 
considerable magnitude.’xcix   It is from this position that Hardy argues for the value 
of the earlier films: ‘It would be a shame if those smaller experiments in imagining an 
alternative Aotearoa/New Zealand were to be largely occluded by the greater public 
presence of their successors’c 
 
CONCLUSION 
While One Man’s Meat is clearly a feminist rejection of female stereotypes, 
Peach and Hinekaro Goes on a Picnic and Blows up Another Obelisk venture deeper 
and more broadly into the nature of agency and the possibilities for alternative choices 
in the construction of self-identity.  Chance, fate, and unseen forces make a stronger 
appearance in these films, and these have been described as ‘alternative modes of 
discourse’ci to the economic rationalism that seemed all pervasive at the time. 
Channelling Baby is a further development, in that the experiment with point-of-view 
is embedded in the narrative structure.  It can also be read as an allegory exploring the 
convergence of left (Bunnie, a hippy), right, (Geoff, a soldier) and their confrontation 
with the children of the neoliberal era (Cassandra and Tony), who claim to be the 
offspring of the former two.  The nameless Baby of the title links them all at the 
‘fateful moment’cii of her death.  The ending of the film offers two possibilities: 
Bunnie and Geoff die at the climax of their conflict and Cassandra and Tony are left 
to face the consequences of that, or, as in Baby’s final point of view, they survive, 
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come to understand each other, accept and forgive, perhaps find a ‘Third Way’ciii. 
Believing this ending, though, depends on allowing that Baby – the part of the self 
that is beyond the confines of materiality, political poles, and modern institutions, can 
survive in the modern world.   
When the New Zealand electorate installed Helen Clark and the 5th Labour 
government in November 1999, just before the millennium, a social and political shift 
was hoped for after fifteen years of ‘reforms’.  But ultimately, it did not transform the 
neoliberal environment.  From a filmmaker’s perspective, while access to film 
funding was ostensibly open to Maori and Women and Gay filmmakers, it appeared 
to be only on certain terms, and those were rooted in the market and marketability.  
Helen Clark had embraced the ‘Third Way’ of Tony Blair and others, and attempted 
to combine the market driven ideology of the right with the inclusiveness of left wing 
social policy.  However as Jane Kelsey asserts in 2002, this failed, with neoliberal 
economic policy becoming further embedded.civ If all filmmakers were now on an 
equal footing, it was an equality based on their ability to reflexively incorporate 
neorealist agendas into their proposals.  Dunleavy and Joyce have described the 
mechanics of this, cv but the result of it was that outspoken voices, political critique 
and creative risk taking and experimentation began to disappear from view.  The only 
real criteria for funding became: Will it sell?  Veteran New Zealand film critic 
Michael Lamb reviewed Channelling Baby in the New Zealand Sunday Star Times:  
‘it’d be the last New Zealand film I’d review for the decade. It suits the role - a 
mixture of New Zealand tradition with touches of David Blythe’s Angel Mine and 
Vincent Wards Vigil and also comparable with more recent offerings such as Niki 
Caro’s Memory and Desire.’cvi  Indeed, Channelling Baby, with all its flaws and 
complexity, holds up a mirror to New Zealand at the end of the 1990’s and with its 
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double ending asks: Where to now? A question that may be considered to have 
ongoing relevance today, and not just in New Zealand; since the 1990s neoliberalism 
has spread around the world and is arguably the world’s dominant ideology, not 
limited to democracy.cvii 
The films that I made in the 1990s have been located within a tradition of 
women’s filmmaking in New Zealand, in particular those from the 1990s that 
eschewed self-sacrificing female stereotypes with their rebellious attitude, and this 
can be linked to international developments in women’s film around the world in the 
films of, for example Marlene Gorris, Claire Dennis, Monika Treut, Margarethe von 
Trotta, and others. While contemporaneous female filmmakers, especially in Europe, 
were also making the personal politicalcviiiin their films, I had limited access to them 
in the 1990s.  There was no film school in New Zealand, and the public sphere and 
education were dominated by American, rather than European output. As the decade 
moved on this became increasingly so, with distributors to cinemas and Video/DVD 
becoming increasingly risk averse in their selections of films.  In the multiplex, the 
Hollywood re-make dominated, and even art-house cinemas sought out films that had 
been break-through hits elsewhere in the world, usually America.  It was in this latter 
context that I saw the films that influenced my style, as discussed, in terms of 
fractured narratives, magic realism and in experiments with points of view. 29  It is the 
unique combination of these stylistic techniques combined with foregrounding the 
viewpoints and concerns of marginalized groups, especially women, in response to 
the neoliberal climate in New Zealand at the time, that underpins the claim for the 
coherence of the body of work presented, and for its originality.  
                                                            
29 For example, Paul Thomas Anderson, Todd Haynes, Gus Van Sant, Quentin 
Tarantino, the Coen brothers, and studio films with strong female characters, such as 
Thelma and Louise (Ridley Scott, 1991). 
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lxxxv See New Zealand Film and Television: Institution, Industry and Cultural Change Trisha Dunleavy, 
Hester Joyce Intellect Books January 8 2012, p141-147. 
lxxxviGarth Maxwell wrote an open letter to the listener about it, but speaking out was rare because the 
NZFC was virtually the only source of film financing. Seen in Everyone must pay: Too Right by Guy 
Somerset, 10 March 2008 www.nzherald.co.nz/entertainment/news/article [accessed 10th September 
2014]. 
lxxxvii  Dunleavy and Joyce, p151. 
lxxxviii  ibid ., p152. 
lxxxix http://www.nzfilm.co.uk.  It has been difficult to evidence which films were made under the 
scheme as, it is not on credits and only incidentally mentioned, it seems to have largely disappeared 
from view. 
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xc ibid., p.157. 
xci Babington p.186 lists the sales projections in figures courtesy of Ivan Mladec at the NZFC. 
xcii Producer Caterina De Nave applied for NZ$200,000 on the advice of the New Zealand distributor, 
who informed her this was the norm for a small New Zealand film at the time, for example for Scarfies 
(1999).  
xciii Holly Willis, ‘Winfemme Festival-Channelling Baby’ LA Weekly 17.08.1999, from a collection of 
clippings at http://www.channellingbaby.co.nz, [accessed August 2014]. 
xcivRuth Hessey, ‘Film Review - Channelling Baby’, Sydney Morning Herald 24.09.99, from a 
collection of clippings at http://www.channellingbaby.co.nz [accessed August 2014]. 
xcv Hardy, p.130.  
xcvi ibid., p.130. 
xcvii Babington, p. 229. 
xcviii  ibid., p. 228. 
xcix Hardy,  p.131. 
c  ibid., p.131. 
ci  ibid., p121. 
cii  Defined as both consequential and problematic, and impossible to reflexively absorb by drawing on 
the ‘self-referential institutions of modernity’ Giddens 1991, p.113. 
ciii A proposal for an ethical capitalism outlined in: Anthony Giddens, The Third Way: The Renewal of 
Social Democracy. (Cambridge: Polity, 1998), and in Anthony Giddens, The Third Way and It’s 
Critics, (Cambridge: Polity Press, 2000) 
civ Jane Kelsey, ‘The Third Way – A Road to Nowhere’ At The Crossroads: Three  Essays (Wellington: 
Bridget Williams Books 2002)   pp. 47-87. 
cv Dunleavy and Joyce pp.141-153. 
cvi Michael Lamb ‘Bundle of Joy on Delivery’, NZ Sunday Star Times (21.11.99) from a collection of 
clippings at http://www.channellingbaby.co.uk [accessed August 2014]. 
cvii Saad-Filho and Johnson, introduction, pp. 1-6. 
cviii Giddens, 1991, p. 216 discusses feminism and making the personal political. 
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Filmography 
[Note : If there was no New Zealand distributor, or the New Zealand distributor is not known, it is 
omitted, and the date is the year the film first screened in New Zealand].  
 
A Bitter Song, dir. by Athina Tsoulis (NZ 1990, First Run Features, USA, 1999). 
A Death in the Family dir. by Peter Wells and Stewart Main (NZ, 1985). 
Angel Mine, dir. by David Blyth (ILA Films, NZ, 1978). 
A Question of Silence, dir. by Marleen Gorris (Quartet Films, Neth, Ger, 1982). 
Beyond Gravity, dir. by Garth Maxwell (Frameline, NZ, 1989). 
Blood Simple, dir. By Ethan Coen, Joel Coen (Circle Films USA, 1984) 
Channelling Baby, dir. by Christine Parker (Essential Films, NZ, 1999) 
Christmas Shopping, dir. by Di Rowan ( NZ, 1991). 
Crush, dir. by Alison Maclean (AFMD Fr. Strand Releasing, USA, 1992). 
Desperate Remedies, dir. by Peter Wells and Stewart Main (NZ 1993, Cine Company 
S.A. Sp, Miramax, USA, 1993). 
Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind Dir. By Michel Gondry, (USA Focus Features, 
2004) 
Heavenly Creatures, dir. by Peter Jackson (Miramax, NZ & USA, 1994) 
Hinekaro Goes on a Picnic and Blows up Another Obelisk, dir. by Christine Parker 
 (NZ 1995, Spartan, USA, 1995). 
I’ll Make You Happy, dir. by Athina Tsoulis (NZ 1999, Ariztical Entertainment, USA, 
1999). 
Jack Be Nimble, dir. by Garth Maxwell (NZ, 1993). 
Jewel’s Darl, dir. by Wells and Main (NZ & USA, 1985). 
Kitchen Sink, dir. by Alison Maclean (NZ 1989, Der KurzFilmVerleih, Ger. 1989). 
Lord of the Rings Trilogy, dir. by Peter Jackson (New Line Cinema, 2001-2003). 
Magik and Rose, dir. by Vanessa Alexander (NZ, 1999). 
Magnolia, dir. by Paul Thomas Anderson (Arg, FS Film, Fin, Space Films, Cz.Rep. 
1999). 
Mauri, dir. by Merata Mita (Awatea Films, NZFC, 1988). 
Memory and Desire, dir. by Nikki Caro (NZ, Musidora Films, Sp. 1998). 
Mr Wrong, dir. by Gaylene Preston (NZ 1985, Quartet Films, USA, VPS Film- Entertainment GmbH, 
Ger. 1985). 
My First Suit, dir. by Wells and Main (NZ, 1985). 
Natural Born Killers, dir. by Oliver Stone (Warner Bros., USA, Roadshow 
Entertainment, Aus., 1994). 
Ngati, dir.by Barry Barclay, (NZ, 1987) 
Old Bastards, dir. by Nikki Caro (NZ, 1994) 
Once Were Warriors, dir. by Lee Tamahori (NZ 1994, Footprint Films Aus., AFMD,  
 Fr., 1994). 
O Convento, dir.by Manuel de Oliveira (Spain, Lions Gate, 1995) 
One Man’s Meat, dir. by Christine Parker ( NZ, 1991). 
Orlando, dir. by Sally Potter (UK 1993, Concorde Film, Neth., Film Arte, Arg., 
 1992). 
Patu, dir. by Merita Mita (NZ, 1981). 
Peach, dir. by Christine Parker (NZ 1993, First Run Features, USA, 1996). 
Pulp Fiction, dir. by Quentin Tarantino, (Miramax, USA, Alliance Atlantis Motion 
Picture Distr., 1994). 
Rain, dir. by Christine Jeffs (NZ Look Now! Switzerland, ARP Selection, Fr., 2001). 
Raising Arizona, dir. by Joel and Ethan Coen (Twentieth Century Fox Film 
Corporation, USA, Finnkino, Fin., 1987). 
Rashomon, dir. by Akira Kurosawa (Daiei Motion Picture Company, Jpn., 1950). 
Rud’s Wife, dir. by Alison Maclean (NZ, 1986). 
Savage Honeymoon dir. by Mark Beasley (NZ, 2000) 
Saving Grace, dir. by Costa Botes (NZ, 1998). 
Scarfies, dir. by Robert Sarkies  ( NZ, 1999). 
Send a Gorilla, Dir. by Melanie Read (NZ, 1988) 
Sinestre, dir. by Nikki Caro (Swinburne, Aust, 1989). 
Snakeskin, dir. by Gillian Ashurst (NZ 2001, Portman, and Terra Entertainment,  
USA, 2001). 
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Squeeze, dir. by Richard Turner (NZ 1980, Sydney Film-makers Co-operative, Aus.,  
 1980). 
Stroke, dir. by Christine Jeffs (NZ, 1993). 
Sweetie, dir. by Jane Campion (Filmpac Distribution, Aus., Avenue Picture 
Productions, USA, 1989). 
Te Tangata Whai Rawa o Wēniti/ The Maori Merchant of Venice, dir. by Don Selwyn (He Taonga  
Films, 2002). 
The English Patient, dir. by Anthony Minghella (Miramax, USA, 1996). 
The Ice Storm, dir. by Ang Lee (Twentieth Century Fox, 1997). 
The Irrefutable Truth about Demons, dir. by Glen Standring, (NZ, 2000). 
The Piano, dir. by Jane Campion (Miramax, USA, 1993). 
The Portrait of a Lady, dir. by Jane Campion (Gramercy Pictures, USA, 1996). 
The Price of Milk, dir. by Harry Sinclair (NZ 2000, Lot 47 Films, USA, 2000). 
The Silent One, dir. by Yvonne Mackay (NZ 1984, Arkles Entertainment, 
USA,1985). 
To Love a Maori, dir. by Ramai & Rudall Haywood (NZ 1972). 
Trial Run, dir. by Melanie Read (NZ 1984, Acron Video, Ger., 1984). 
Vigil, dir. by Vincent Ward (NZ 1984, Madman Entertainment, Aus., 1984). 
Whale Rider, dir. by Nikki Caro ( NZ 2003 and 54 distributors). 
Wog Features, dir. by Lisa Reihana (NZ, 1990). 
Xena Warrior Princess, dir. by various (Universal NZ and 25 others,1995-2001). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
